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ABSTRACT
Pair programming is believed to improve quality and productivity
in software system development. Yet, it is not clear whether and
under what conditions this really occurs. In particular, it is
interesting to determine whether pair programming has an impact
on attention, which has been proven to have very beneficial
effects.
A 10 month empirical study has been conducted for a large Italian
manufacturing company, to determine if pair programming
increases the attention level among its developers. The results
strongly indicate that while working in pairs developers spend
more time in directly productive activities also with a higher level
of concentration and less switches to private tasks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management – Programming
Teams.

General Terms
Pair programming, Tools usage, Attention level.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Pair programming (PP) is a practice in which two programmers
work collaboratively at the same computer on the same task [2].
Recently, PP has been largely advocated as a technique that
1. reduces defect rate [8; 9; 16 and many more],
2. improves the design and the structure of the code [5],
3. increases productivity [3; 19],
4. shortens the time-to-market [23],
5. enhances knowledge transfer and team communication
[7],
6. promotes job satisfaction [28],
7. facilitates integration of newcomers also reducing
training costs [14].
However, other works have contradicted such claims. [22] and
[17] have not found any positive effect of PP on development
time. A large experiment conducted by [1] evidences that PP
neither reduces the time required to correctly perform change
tasks nor increases the percentage of correct solutions. [4] reports
survey results from Microsoft about high skepticisms over pair
efficiency. It is therefore essential to determine what are the roots
of the benefits of PP, so it can be applied when it is most
appropriate.
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This study aims at this goal, and specifically assesses whether PP
has a positive effect on raising the level of attention. There are
large evidences that keeping a high level of attention while
working, results in better work done faster and more effectively
[21; 26]. There are already claims that PP reduces the number of
interruptions [8]: both intrusions and self-initiated interruptions
[20] are reduced for two reasons:
(1) pairing “keeps developers honest”, increasing discipline
and improving time management: programmers are less
likely to skip writing unit tests, spend time web-surfing
or on personal email, or other violation of disciplines,
when they are working with a pair partner;
(2) other people are more reluctant to interrupt a pair than
they are to interrupt someone working alone.
This experimental work has been carried out in the IT department
of a large Italian manufacturing company that prefers to remain
anonymous. The company practices spontaneous PP – that is,
developers pair whenever they feel it is needed. The company
wanted to know what were the underlying mechanisms by which
PP could improve the overall development process and,
specifically, the analysis of the variations of the levels of attention
induced by PP. To this end, the work of the company has been
analyzed with PROM [10; 25], an AISEMA (Automated InProcess Software Engineering Measurement and Analysis)
system, which tracks non-invasively developers' activities,
including the tools they use; suitable graphs, the Lean Graphs (LGraphs) [27], have been used to analyze the collected data.
The level of attention of the developers has been measured using
two classes variables:

the amount of work that is devoted to directly productive
activities, along the lines of the key ideas of lean
management [24];

the concentration that developers have on tools, measured
by the permanence on development tools and by the
frequency of being distracted to other activities.
The results of this investigation are that, while doing PP,
developers:
1.
spend more time in directly productive activities;
2.
have higher level of attention on tools, switching less often
between them;
3.
move with lower frequencies to private tasks from directly
productive activities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present some related work; Section 3 describes the structure of
the study. Section 4 reports on the results. In Section 5 we discuss
limitations, conclusions, and future work.

2.

RELATED WORK

2.1

Level of Attention and Quality of Work

Several studies from organizational and work psychologists
evidence that keeping a high level of attention while working
results in better and faster work [21; 26]. Moreover, there have
been evidences that in the modern society people using computers
are exposed to the risk of losing such attention [13] and this
phenomenon is even more acute for software developers; limited
attention can cause both lower quality in specific work tasks and
an overall reduction of social ability [12]. This reduction may
severely impact the interactions with customers and colleagues,
with negative consequences on the overall development process.
Two major groups of means to increase the level of attention have
been identified in [18] :

external stimulus that keeps the attention level high;

an internal cognitive control mechanism to keep the
attention aligned with the priorities of the tasks to complete.
Research has primarily considered externally-driven intrusions on
individual workers, but the nature of work, the work environment
and the team configuration may all influence how workers handle
both externally and self-initiated interruptions. Moreover,
ethnographic observations indicate that interruption length,
content, type, occurrence time, and interrupter/interruptee
strategies differ for pair programmers versus solo programmers
[6].

2.2

Analysis of Data from Tool Usage

As discussed in [27], information on usage of tools is very
important to understand the software development process in a
company. To visualize this information we use L-Graphs [27]. An
L-Graph is composed by three kinds of elements:

Node: a node represents a tool and the size of a node is
proportional to the percentage of time spent in the
corresponding tool.

Arc: an arc represents the transitions between two tools. The
arc can be mono-directional, if there is a one-way switching
from one tool to another, and bi-directional, if there is a
two-way switching between tools.

Label: nodes and arcs are annotated. The label near each
node contains the percentage of time spent in the tool and
average time of permanence in it before switching to
another one. The label near the arc provides information
about the frequency to switch from another.
In this study we focus on how developers switch from one tool to
another knowing also the average time they spend in a tool before
switching and the frequencies of switching between the tools, all
information reported in L-Graphs.

3.

DATA COLLECTION

As mentioned, this industrial work has been carried out in the IT
department of a large Italian manufacturing company. The work
spanned a period of approximately 10 months. The team was
composed of 15 Italian developers having from 10 to 15 years of
programming experience. They all hold university degrees in
computer-related areas.
The programming language used is mainly C# under Windows XP
using Visual Studio as development environment. The team uses a
customized version of Extreme Programming that was adopted

about two years before the start of the study. In particular, they use
weekly iterations, PP, user stories, planning game, collective code
ownership, coding standards, and test-first. The company
practices spontaneous PP: this does not mean that the
management does not support PP, but that it leaves developers
free to implement it. The company wanted to know what were the
underlying mechanisms by which PP could improve the overall
development process and, specifically, the analysis of the
variations of the levels of attention induced by PP.
The company has a policy to record all the story points to measure
the associated velocity. Before the start of each story point,
developers specify the user story they work on. If they do PP, they
also specify with whom they pair. The team works in an open
space, where each member has his/her own personal workstation.
Therefore, there is a significant amount of informal
communication between developers.
We have collected the data non-invasively with PROM [10; 25],
an AISEMA system. Developers had access to the collected data
and were asked to constantly check its correctness. They never
reported any inconsistency about the collected data, Therefore, the
data set can be considered very reliable.
Furthermore, PROM allows to store headers of the visited web
pages. We analyzed keywords presented in the accessed web
pages and divided Browsing into two categories: Private
Browsing and Business Browsing. Business Browsing represents
all developers' activities when they use Internet for business
purposes like searching for information they need for their work.
Private Browsing represents all their private activities.
In this study we consider three variables:

the relative amount of effort spent in directly productive
activities, measured by the percentage of effort spent in
Visual Studio;

the average permanence in Visual Studio before switching
to another tool, measured in seconds;

the amount of switches from directly productive activities to
to personal tasks, measured by the percentage of switches
from Visual Studio to Private Browsing.

4.

RESULTS

We found that the developers used 26 different tools, but only 9 of
them were used regularly and by all the developers. These 9 tools
absorbed more than 80% of the total effort both for Solo
Programming and PP: Visual Studio, Browser, Outlook, Office,
Excel, Management Console, Messenger, Remote Desktop, and
Windows Explorer. Therefore, we focus only on them. Figure 1
contains the L-Graphs for Solo Programming (i.e., Solos) and PP.
In terms of the percentage of effort spent in Visual Studio, we
notice that the developers working alone spend 34% of their time
in this tool and when working in pairs 64% what is almost twice
more. It is also interesting to note that the time spent in Private
Browsing is halved.
For the average permanence in Visual Studio before switching to
another tool, we found that the developers when they work alone
stay in Visual Studio 28 seconds on the average and when they do
PP 128 seconds. These results indicate that developers are
definitely more focused on what they do when pairing. Actually,
this is a result that can be extended for almost any tool – when
working in pair people are more concentrated than when they

work alone.

Figure 1: L-Graphs for Solo programing and PP
different in Solo programming and in PP.

The frequency of switching from Visual Studio to Private
Browsing is 0.05 during Solo programming and 0.02 - less than
half, during PP. These results indicate that PP decrease s the
amount of time spent for non-productive activities. This is also a
further confirmation of the claims of [6] that interruptions are

5.
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND
FUTURE WORK
In this work we studied how an application of PP affects tools
usage and level of attention. We found that the developers
working in pairs exhibit higher levels of attention, that is, they are

more focused on their work, they switch less frequently between
tools, and devote more time to software development that to other
distracting activities.
This is clearly only one study based on one dataset, but the
industrial source of the data, the length of the observation (10
month) and the soundness of the collected data (an AISEMA tool
was used and the data was verified by the developers) make the
results relevant. A further indication of the quality of the results is
that these results were fed back to the company and were used by
the company to take strategic decisions on the structure and the
process of the development team – however, for confidentiality
we cannot detail such decision here.
Our future work consists of collecting further data to determine
the extensibility of our results.
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